The Sea is Sinking
The building of an interactive immersive installation by the
community. Designed and developed by artist and curator Fern Smith

Without the community this project would not have been
possible. I would like to thank; The Partners, The Creative Team,
Principle Funding Body, five hundred creators and seven
hundred visitors to The Sea is Sinking.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MADE THIS PROJECT A HUGE SUCCESS.

THE PARTNERS:
-

Principal Maria Marchionna Moomba Park Primary School actively encouraged
and implemented the project into their STEAM program.
Art teacher Margaret Corzo North Coburg Primary School incorporating the
Sea is Sinking into their art program.
Brunswick Neighbourhood House and Reynard street Neighbourhood House
for providing their venues and support for artwork shops that piggybacked off
their free lunches and open days.

THE CREATIVE TEAM:
-

Margaret Cowling
Maggie Chiara Cowling
Yoube Lee

PRINCIPLE FUNDING BODY :
-

Moreland City Council

“Thank you for … Building community and engagement with a
breadth of ages, organisations and via different curriculum /interest
areas…” E.H. Source: The Sea is Sinking comments book
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The aim of The Sea is Sinking was:
- A participatory art installation of an imagined underwater
environment, inspired by Port Phillip Bay.
- To harness the community’s creativity, through art workshops in
schools, neighbourhood houses and art studios.
- The artistic works to be created from a limited pallet of recycled
sustainable environmentally friendly materials; culminating in
- an interactive immersive installation by and for the community.
To encompass the principle of sustainability the works will be devolved
and returned to the ground.
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COMPONENTS OF THE PROJECT
Design
Planning
Creative Team
Partners
Fundraising
Art Creation
Marketing
Staffing
Presentation
Decomposition
Community comments
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DESIGN
CREATE LARGE COMMUNITY BASED CONTEMPORARY IMMERSIVE
INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION.

Five hundred people from diverse backgrounds and abilities created large
to small works for The Sea is Sinking; a large interactive immersive
installation. This was achieved through partnerships with Moomba Park
Primary School, Coburg North Primary School, Reynard Street
Neighbourhood House & Brunswick Neighbourhood House and a Creative
Team of four lead artists: Maggie Cowling, Youbi Lee, Margaret Cowling and
Fern Smith. Seven hundred people who visited the exhibition had the
opportunity to be involved in the curation, creation and interactivity of the
installation.
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CREATE WORKS FROM A LIMITED PALLET
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY MATERIALS

OF

SUSTAINABLE

This was achieved with Fern Smith (Curator and a lead artist) providing
professional development workshops with a limited sustainable pallet
involving lead artists and teachers who were directly facilitating workshops
and classes. No plastic was used in the creation of the works.
The creators at workshops were all educated on the use of a limited pallet.
All works were compost and waterway safe. There was lively discussion in
the workshops about what this meant, why including the history of paint
production around the world.
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CREATE INTERACTIVE COMPONENTS WHERE THE AUDIENCE COULD
ACTIVELY ENGAGE WITH THE WORK

Artists were enabled to research, experiment with design, develop and
produce a 3D interactive artwork such as Crankies, (moving panoramas
based on a traditional art form from the Appalachian area in America),
automata marine animals (movement by turning handles, string levers),
and shadow puppets. All the works incorporated science, engineering,
biology and visual language. Available during the exhibition was hundreds
of fish, crustaceans, squirts, shells, sponges in four large baskets for the
visitors to take and curate; thereby creating further agency with the project
and interaction. Also, there was a long bench where people could make 3D
fairy penguins, draw and write fish tales (and tails) to be included in the
installation.
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USE A LOCAL ENVIRONMENT PORT PHILLIP BAY TO INFORM THE
WORK CREATING A SOFT EDUCATIVE TOOL

Sea life of the Bay was the basis for expanding knowledge of our local bay,
and facilitating the imagination through creativity.
Many people were unaware the life beneath the surface of Port Phillip Bay.
North of Moreland city is only twenty kilometres away. By the end of the
project people could rattle off types of fish, sea life and why the bay is so
unique. All the workshops referenced Port Phillip Bay; this is where art,
botany and marine science merge.
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PLANNING
THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SEA IS SINKING

The overall design of the project, the planning program and
implementation of the plan was managed by artist and curator Fern Smith
who worked smoothly throughout the project. The planning and
management fell into certain areas: formation of the creative team and
partnerships, garnering funds, creative workshops, installation /exhibition,
volunteer management and devolution.
…taught me a lot about community engagement within my own
community, showed me how to build up a vision in a modular fashion and
to value the process over the product… Maggie Cowling a lead artist.
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CREATIVE TEAM
DID THE CREATIVE WORK WITHIN THE PARAMETERS OF THE PROJECT

Each artist was chosen for their creative, community and professional
strengths. We met before the project really got underway to discuss ideas
and held a half day introduction workshop. This enabled us to be consistent
across the project, even though we came from divergent disciplines, and
we got to know each other as a group. The artists all developed their own
workshops: the content was sometimes guided/informed by the lead
teachers. All artists delivered engaging workshops allowing creative agency
for both artist and participants.
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THE PARTNERS
Moomba Park Primary School, Coburg North Primary School, Reynard
Street Neighbourhood house and Brunswick Neighbourhood house
The value of partners cannot be underestimated: they had wellestablished networks that greatly increased our engagement, thinking and
promotion. The nature of the partnerships enabled the project to engage
with diversity of culture, age, abilities, gender and socio-economic
demographics, without having to target minority groups. Partners greatly
enhanced and assisted in developing the project to suit them, enabling
the exploration of the project and giving agency.
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Moomba Park Primary School
Moomba Park Primary School had the support of the Principal and
actively encouraged and implemented the project into their STEAM
program. It was a highly successful exercise as the rest of the school came
on board toward the end of the project. I worked well with James Crotti
and we were both eager to make the project in the school environment
work whether we got funding or not. The funding enabled workshops
with Maggie Cowling and Youbi Lee. These workshops worked well as the
school was used to me dropping in at key times and when other artists
turned up it was doubly exciting for the students.
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Coburg North Primary School
Coburg North Primary School had the support of the lead art teacher
Margaret Corzo. The students had limited time and capacity, due to the
renovations at the school. Some of the students from North Coburg
Primary popped into Fernartz studio during the year to show me what
they had made at school in relation to the project. Her students produced
a large variety of sea creatures, seaweeds, fish and a seabed.
I liaised with Margaret via emails and phone calls on technical issues.
Maggie Cowling and I held four workshops at the school in October.
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Brunswick and Reynard Street Neighbourhood house
Brunswick Neighbourhood House and Reynard Street both held free
lunches and events that the project could easily piggyback off without
further organisational considerations.
The piggybacking was an excellent avenue to capture diverse, vulnerable
and differently abled people in our neighbourhoods. The neighbourhood
houses didn’t have to overly advertise and left it to the Creative Team to
run the workshops. The workshops gave the visitors to the
neighbourhood houses a casual engagement with art practice, and
knowledge of sustainable art practice and Port Phillip Bay’s environment.
The participants/artists loved that they were part of a bigger project
outside of the neighbourhood houses. They made the journey to The Sea
is Sinking visit in November at the exhibition.
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FUNDRAISING AND SPONSORS
WAS THERE SPONSORSHIP OF THE PROJECT AND DID YOU
RECEIVE ENOUGH FUNDS FOR THE PROJECT?
We received enough sponsorship, funds and resources through four
avenues.
Grants: Moreland City Council Grant funded most of the project. Nearly
half the funds went into hall hire and the rest went into artist wages. We
needed the bells and whistles for the project, so we enacted a crowd
funding campaign.
Crowdfunding: I had previously assisted with a Pozible campaign (2014
Diverse Voices Festival) – and decided not to go with that model as it is a
win or lose situation and I was still not assured of the response we may
receive. GoFundMe was easy to set-up, start, and manage. It was a
positive experience as I received support from within the Go Fund Me
from Grace Wearne - Communications Dept.
Donations: Private donation from an individual and a newly started
business Public Value Studio (PVS) - where one of the PVS presenters
donated their honorarium. Coin donations at FernArtz Studio workshops
on Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Local Businesses: Sealed Air allowed us to take away their end rolls of
quality kraft paper that were used for making Australia Post envelopes.
The paper was the basis of the seaweed, a lot of the flat fish and was used
extensively throughout the installation. They were also changing over
some of their computers and we used the boxes for crankies. Melbourne
Blinds allowed us to collect their waste cylinders that had been used for
canvas and blind material they were a good height and enabled us to
make the upright poles that form part of the structure of the installation.
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ART CREATION
THE AIM WAS TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A BROAD RANGE OF
CITIZENS TO ENGAGE AND PARTICIPATE IN PRODUCING A
CONTEMPORARY , EDUCATIONAL , INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION FROM
START TO FINISH AS IT IS NOT COMMONLY EXPERIENCED ESPECIALLY IN
THE NORTHERN AREA OF MORELAND CITY WHERE THE SOCIOECONOMIC DEMOGRAPHIC IS LOWER THAN THE REST OF MORELAND
CITY.
Through developing supportive partnerships within the Northern area of
Moreland City worked exceedingly well, with the integration of The Sea is
Sinking project into the community.
Excitement grew as the participation rate increased with over five
hundred people from diverse backgrounds and abilities created large to
small works for the installation; producing a contemporary, educational,
interactive installation from start to finish. It was often mentioned that
they had never done this before.
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MOOMBA PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL
Moomba Park Primary School participated through their STEAM program
lead teacher James Crotti as the project developed it included other
classes and streams such as music, art and preps.
Through the creative process students engaged in;
- The sciences (biology, marine, engineering and environmental)
- English
- creative process (reduce disengagement)
- working in collaboration in the class (increase wellbeing) and
- participating with the community (increase community
engagement and personal agency)
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COBURG NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL
North Coburg Primary School participated through their arts program with
arts teacher Margaret Corzo. At the beginning of the year Margaret Corzo
and James Crotti participated in a professional development training
workshop at FernArtz studio in foundation level sustainable art practice,
enabling them to take this into the classrooms. The art students were
then enabled to experiment, explore and investigate sustainable art
practice with a scientific focus on Port Phillip Bay for the year.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD HOUSES
We had five workshops at Brunswick Neighbourhood House and Reynard
Street Neighbourhood houses the workshops piggybacked off their free
lunches and events.
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FERNARTZ S TUDIO
The workshops at FernArtz Studio run by Fern Smith were conducted on a
regular basis on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from June 4th 2019 in two
two-hour slots. There was no age or ability restriction, it was on a who
walked in the door basis with no bookings. Promotions targeted the local
neighbourhood who were outside the scope of schools and
neighbourhood houses via our social media sites.
FernArtz Studio proved to be a perfect ideas incubator and testing ground
for workshops that were going into the schools and neighbourhood
houses.
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MARKETING ON A SHOESTRING
MARKETING WAS CO -MANAGED BY JOURNALIST JANE HOLROYD AND
FERN SMITH
We had a three-hour workshop working a strategy of how and where to
deliver. Jane wrote the press release for the paper outlets. This press
release was then shared amongst the schools and myself. The Sea is
Sinking was published two articles: one for the Moreland Leader and one
in the Herald Sun.
Facebook was managed by both Jane and Fern. The schools and
neighbourhood houses managed their inhouse promotion. Fern managed
Moreland Events, Arts Hub, Fernartz.com and google maps. Through word
of mouth Fern Smith was invited to be filmed as a practicing LGBTIQ artist
for QTV. The film included the project and was released the day before
the exhibition.
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STAFFING
PAID AND VOLUNTEER
For the project to be a success we ensured that generally nobody was
working on their own, to minimise risk and give support. During the
workshop period in the schools, Fern backed up artists where possible
and Margaret Cowling backed me up at the four neighbourhood houses.
These backups/assistants ensured art facilitators were safe, had a person
to assist with trouble shooting and as a support as the workshops are
labour intensive. This was achieved by paying for the facilitator while the
assistant was voluntary, as we didn’t have the funds for two staff in the
workshops.
The installation required a high level of staffing as we didn’t know when
people nor how many would arrive. Because of the interactive component
of the installation, we needed key people at the front and the back of the
installation and a person who could roam a bit when busy. The Exhibition
was open for a total of 34 hours over four days. We had four gallery
attendants all the time and one paid attendant for eight hours (two hours
a day).
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PRESENTATION
THE PRESENTATION WAS BOTH KNOWN AND UNKNOWN . KNOWN IN
THE FACT WE KNEW TWO WEEKS BEFORE WHAT WAS GOING IN THE
INSTALLATION AND UNKNOWN AS THE ARTWORKS WERE NOT
PRESCRIPTIVE ( I .E . NOT A TEMPLATE ) THUS CREATING THE UNKNOWN IN
THE PRESENTATION .

We wanted it all in, as five hundred people produced this work and each
work down to the tiniest of tiny needed to be given the respect it
deserved. There were thousands of individual objects of art to curate in
the installation.
The overall presentation was beautiful, and wonder filled. Luckily the
pallet was limited and the subject focused on Port Phillip Bay creating a
uniformity of design. I had a general design from the beginning of the
project which remained the same.
Owing to the wonderful team, installation was seamless and effortless.
Frederick White, a sculptor (understanding weights and balances), Piero
Pompeani (a master wood craftsperson), all the lead artists and people
who dropped in to assist. We had to consider up to a hundred people
coming to the opening; consider the flow of traffic, with one day to set up
the installation.
The presentation worked well. It was22snug but not too crowded. Seven
hundred people interacted with the installation over four days held in a
local hall.

DECOMPOSITION
TO ENCOMPASS THE PRINCIPLE OF SUSTAINABILITY THE WORKS WILL BE
DEVOLVED AND RETURNED TO THE GROUND .
Guiding principle of The Sea is Sinking was to investigate, educate and
encourage creativity with the most effective, environmentally sound art
practice while learning and understanding our beautiful Port Phillip Bay.
Art creation was waterway safe and could be composted for a garden.
People came and collected any artwork from the exhibition on the
condition they documented where it went and what was left over went to
Bain Reserve in Merlynston,
The final aim of collecting the works was photograph them as they
decompose. This part of the project is still in progress.
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS
So awesome! So love the idea that Moomba Park Primary has ver 200
artists of the future!...
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Community engagement and collaboration in a beautiful, authentic and
relevant way!...
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Fantastic, thankyou for creating th8is experience for us…Building
community and engagement with a breadth of ages, organisations and via
different curriculum /interest area…
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS
So amazing watching this develop! Thanks for the chance to be involved…
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS
…Really fantastic to have an interactive exhibition where kids can engage
so freely without parents worrying and managing them. I even learned
some new facts!...
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS
I liked how there were sea noises in the background…

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Kathy Sport, Jane Holroyd and Fern Smith
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Photograph by Alan Erpi 2018

FERN SMITH ENGAGES COMMUNITY IN ART PRACTICE
Through building community engagement Fern assists the re-thinking
waste, how it can be reconfigured creatively and what happens at the end
of its life cycle. This is achieved through investigation, education and
encouraging creativity with the most effective, environmentally sound art
practice.
Fern Smith is a visual artist with over thirty years of experience as an
artist, art facilitator, project manager and curator. Fern has held 18 solo
exhibitions, 39 group exhibitions and curated 24 exhibitions.
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FERN ARTZ
FERN SMITH ARTIST CURATOR
&
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CO-ORDINATOR

https://fernartz.com
M: 0408978747
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